Dare to Decorate

Every piece of decor you bring into your home represents a piece of you, so choose wisely.
Nothing makes your bedroom feel cozier or look more pulled together than accent pillows. Creating the retreat of your dreams is as easy as adding a few richly textured designs.
Available in different shapes, sizes and styles, our pillows represent a wide variety of looks, so you can achieve a wide variety of displays in your space.
Throw blankets keep us warm and warm up a room, bringing that special something to sofas and chairs everywhere.

throw with the flow

- **$45** Cantina Mocha
- **$49** Maryse Rust
- **$45** Cantina Rose
- **$35** Lenora Black
- **$95** Black Knit Tassel Grid
- **$45** Delco Navy
wonder wall

Like a blank canvas, every wall is a masterpiece waiting to happen. Whether it’s one grand statement or a gallery of little accessories, you can bring your artistic vision to life with wall décor.

wall that jazz

$80
Wood/Metal Wall Shelves Set Of 3

$30
Wood Metal Boho Wall Decor

$125
Metal Frame Wall Mirror 36”, Black

$450
Palmer Hand Carved 36X36

$125
Carved Brown Bull Skull

$215
Brown Wooden Multi Level Wall Shelf

$145
Wall Hanging-Asher Natural 30X60

$125
Arch 37.5”, Brown, Metal/Wood

$105
Mirrored Circles 19”, Black Wb
floor focus

Whether your room needs extra seating or surface space, a floor accent can bring it. Just pop in a pouf, stool or small table to add function and style.

$115
Pouf-Braga Natural

$165
Ivory And Khaki Jute & Chenille Square

$295
Textured w/Diamond Pattern Charcoal & White

$95
Blue Woven Stool

$165
White Perforated Stool

$295
Set Of 2 Black + White Accent Tables
Take a closer look at our mirror selection, and you’ll see an array of ways to enjoy your reflection.

Different designs, all divine.

**mirror magic**

Cast a spell in your space by making it appear bigger with a strategically placed mirror.
Establishing a theme in your room is as easy as adding expressive art. From rich color palettes to specific styles, the right piece can communicate your design message.
When you want to apply a finishing touch, nothing does it better than décor. Sculptures, planters, vases and trays all pull their weight completing a space.
Good lighting is everything, and our lamps will amp your room up.

**lighten the mood**
As sculptural as they are functional, our table and floor lamps will brighten your day and your space.

- **Faceted Gold Table Lamp**: $216
- **Menlo 3-Light Floor Lamp**: $399
- **White Faux Marble Grey Shade Short Table Lamp**: $110
- **Wood Desk Lamp**: $220
- **Taboo Floor Lamp**: $328
- **Bixler Dark Bronze Tripod**: $139
- **Faceted Gold Table Lamp**: $216
Enjoy free nationwide shipping on all accessories with no minimums required.

$195  63\times 91$ Rug Hanlin Blue/Ivory

$295  63\times 91$ Rug Antique Red

$275  63\times 91$ Rug Antique Grey

$295  63\times 91$ Rug Reece Trellis Grey

$595  58\times 94$ Rug Cameron Blue/Ivory

$295  60\times 96$ Rug Multi Faded Transitional Purple

$295  60\times 96$ Rug Faded Transitional Blue/Turquoise

$195  60\times 96$ Rug Micro Fiber Geometric Brown

$195  62\times 91$ Rug Elysee Charcoal
LIVING SPACES

SEE MORE OPTIONS ONLINE
Visit livingspaces.com to check out our entire selection.

Stay connected @livingspaces
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